We examine gauge coupling unification and prediction for α s (M Z ) in minimal flipped SU(5) with gauge-mediated supersymmetry breaking. We include threshold corrections at weak scale, messenger scale and unification scale, and explicitly show that in this model there can be either one-step or two-step gauge coupling unification, depending on unification-scale threshold corrections. The experimental value of α s (M Z ) constrains heavy particle masses in one-step unification. In the case of two-step unification, we examine the prediction for α s (M Z ) with two-loop, light, messenger and heavy threshold corrections, and find it to be compatible with the updated experimental data.
It is a well-known fact that supersymmetry (SUSY) provides an elegant solution to the hierarchy problem in particle physics. Further support for SUSY as an important ingredient in physics beyond the standard model (SM) is provided by the fact that the particle content of the minimal supersymmetric SM (MSSM) leads to the unification of the three gauge coupling constants of SM. This has lead to a search for a realistic SUSY grand unified theory (GUT) [1] . Unfortunately the simplest SUSY GUT based on SU(5) [2] is ruled out as the unification of gauge coupling constants with the inclusion of threshold effects is incompatible with experimental limits on proton decay in gauge-mediated SUSY breaking (GMSB) models [3, 4] ; in gravity-mediated models very small parameter space is allowed [5] . The root of this problem lies in proton decay due to Higgsino exchange which leads to dimension-5 operators [6] . The so-called supersymmetric flipped SU(5) (SUSY FS) models [7, 8] , based on SU(5)×U (1) , overcome this problem elegantly by having a simple doublet-triplet splitting mechanism which is a consequence of non-adjoint Higgses breaking SU(5)×U(1) down to SM. There exist different versions of FS models − a minimal model [8] and several non-minimal string-derived versions [9] . A SUSY FS model is strictly not a grand unified model; one can have one-step or two-step unification. The one-step unification is realized by requiring the U(1) gauge coupling,α 1 , of SU(5)×U (1) to be equal to the SU(5) coupling α 5 at a scale M 32 (at which SU(3) and SU(2) couplings of SM, α 2 and α 3 , are equal to α 5 ), whereas in two-step unificationα 1 and α 5 get unified at a scale greater than M 32 . This entails a relationship between the two couplings which could have its origin in string theory. Extensive analyses of FS models have been performed using gravity-mediated SUSY breaking [8, 9] . Our purpose in this paper is to study the minimal FS model using GMSB with emphasis on prediction for α s (M Z ) and its sensitivity to the representation content of the messenger sector.
The minimal SUSY FS model [8] has the following particle content: this model has three generations of quarks and leptons
a conjugate pair of ten-dimensional Higgses to break SU(5)×U(1) down to
and a conjugate pair of five-dimensional Higgses to break the electroweak symmetry
and in addition some singlet fields φ m (1, 0). Here the numbers in parentheses denote the dimensions of the SU(5) representations and the U(1) quantum number of the corresponding matter fields under SU(5)×U(1) and the contents in curly brackets represent states in the corresponding matter multiplets. The states in the H multiplet are labeled by the same symbols as in the F i multiplet, with an additional subscript H. The states H 2 and H 3 in the h multiplet are the doublet Higgs and the color-triplet Higgs, respectively. The superpotential of the minimal SUSY FS is given by 
In GMSB models [10] messenger fields transmit SUSY breaking to the fields of visible sector via loop diagrams involving SU(3) C ×SU(2) L ×U(1) Y gauge interactions. The simplest model consists of messenger fields which transform as a single flavor of vectorlike 5 +5 of SU (5) . These messenger fields may be coupled to a SM singlet chiral superfield S through the superpotential
where the fields have the SM representations and quantum numbers D :
. The scalar and F components of S acquire VEVs < S > and < F S >, respectively, through their interactions with the fields of hidden sector, which results in breakdown of SUSY. It is known that for messenger fields in complete SU(5) representation, at most four (5 +5) pairs, or one (5 +5) and one (10 + 10) pair are allowed to ensure that the gauge couplings remain perturbative up to the GUT scale [11] . In our analysis we will take the messenger fields to transform in complete SU(5) representations, which means that the messenger fields have the SU(5) representations and the U(1) quantum numbers (5, 0), (5, 0), (10, 0), and (10, 0), respectively, under the FS gauge group SU(5)×U(1). The radiatively generated soft SUSY-breaking masses of gaugino and scalars,M i andm 2 , at messenger scale M are given by [12, 13] 
where the parameter Λ is defined by Λ =< F S > / < S >. The messenger scale M is given by M = λ < S > with λ a universal Yukawa coupling in the messenger sector at GUT scale. α i (i = 1, 2, 3) are the three SM gauge couplings with GUT normalization for α 1 . The k i are 1, 1, 3/5 for SU(3), SU(2) and U(1) Y , respectively. The C i are zero for gauge singlets, and 4/3, 3/4 and (Y /2) 2 for the fundamental representations of SU(3), SU(2) and U(1) Y , respectively (with Y defined by Q = I 3 + Y /2). n 5 and n 10 denote the number of (5 +5) and (10 + 10) pairs, respectively. g(x) and f (x) are messenger scale threshold functions with x = Λ/M. We require that electroweak symmetry be radiately broken. We use the input values α s (M Z ) = 0.118, sin 2 θ W (M Z ) = 0.2315 and α(M Z ) = 1/128. Using the appropriate renormalization group equations (RGEs) [14] , we first go up to the messenger scale M with gauge and Yukawa couplings, and fix the sparticle masses with the boundary conditions (6) and (7). We next go down with the 6 × 6 mass matrices for the squarks and sleptons to find the sparticle spectrum. We take Λ to be around 100 TeV to ensure that the sparticle masses are of the order of the weak scale. The upper bound on the gravitino mass of about 10 4 eV restricts 1 < M/Λ < 10 4 [13, 15] . In SUSY FS, gauge coupling unification is not automatic, but it can be achieved in a certain range of masses of heavy particles at the GUT scale if one includes all threshold corrections at the weak scale, the messenger scale and the GUT scale. First we investigate this one-step gauge coupling unification in the minimal SUSY FS with GMSB. This analysis gives upper bounds on masses of the heavy particles like the color-triplet Higgs bosons, depending on input values of α s (M Z ). By running the gauge couplings up to the GUT scale, we determine the GUT-scale mismatch δα
We find that the GUTscale mismatch is given by [3] δα −1
where
The term δ weak is the weak-scale threshold correction which depends on masses of gluinõ g, winow and higgsinoh. Here we have omitted the negligible contribution from scalar particles. The term δ messenger is the messenger-scale threshold correction which depends on the mass splitting of messenger fields of n 5 (5 +5) and n 10 (10 + 10) pairs. The messenger fields D and L in (5 +5) representation have the representations and quantum numbers (3, 1) Y =−2/3 and (1, 2) Y =−1 , respectively, under the SM gauge group. Similarly the fields Q, U and E in (10 + 10) representation have the representations and quantum numbers (3, 2) Y =1/3 , (3, 1) Y =4/3 and (1, 1) Y =−2 , respectively. The term δ GU T is the GUT-scale threshold correction which depends on masses of the color-triplet Higgs bosons H 3 andH 3 in the Higgs pentaplets. Here we have assumed that M V ≈ M GU T . We note that in comparison with the case of minimal SUSY SU(5), in minimal SUSY FS δ GU T has the different form as in Eq.(11) because of the different heavy particle content, while δ weak and δ messenger have the same form as those of minimal SUSY SU(5) [3] . It has been shown [3, 4] that in the minimal SUSY SU (5) with GMSB, the GUT-scale threshold correction is not consistent with the constraints from proton decay and b − τ Yukawa coupling unification. In particular, the limit from proton decay implies the color-triplet Higgs mass M H 3 ≥ M GU T [16] . However, in minimal SUSY FS, there is no such constraint on M H 3 and MH 3 , because of absence of stringent constraint from proton decay and absence of b − τ Yukawa coupling unification in this model unless the Yukawa couplings λ 4,5 are extremely small. (It is interesting to get lower limit on the magnitude of λ 4 and λ 5 from the present limits on proton decay. In FS the dimension-five Higgsino exchange term giving rise to proton decay is proportional to
), where λ is the Yukawa coupling(s) giving rise to fermion mass(es) and can at most be of O (1), m H 3H3 = λ 7 < φ >∼ m W , and M
. This, combined with present limits on life time of proton decay, implies that λ 4 and λ 5 cannot be less than O(10 −7 ).) Thus it is possible for δ GU T to cancel out both δ weak and δ messenger in a certain region of M H 3 and MH 3 such as M H 3 ,H 3 < M GU T , which results in one-step unification.
Since one can estimate all masses in Eqs. (9), (10), (11) except for the color-triplet Higgs masses and determine δα In the case of two-step unification, the prediction for the strong coupling α s (M Z ) was studied based on gravity-mediated SUSY breaking in Ref. [17] . We now investigate the effect of gauge-mediated SUSY breaking on the prediction for α s (M Z ) in minimal SUSY FS. The main difference in our analysis arises from the effect of the messenger sector in GMSB, as well as the mass spectrum of sparticles in GMSB.
The prediction for α s (M Z ) in minimal SUSY FS is given by [17] 
where α is the electromagnetic coupling and θ W is the weak mixing angle. Hereδ denote the corrections to sin 2 θ W , which is given bỹ δ =δ 2loop +δ light +δ messenger +δ heavy .
The first termδ 2loop is two-loop correction havingδ 2loop ≈ 0.0030. The termsδ light and δ messenger are threshold corrections at the weak and messenger scale, whileδ heavy is heavy particle threshold correction similar to the GUT-scale threshold correction in the minimal SUSY SU (5) . M 32 denotes a first unification scale in two-step unification scenario of this model, at which the SU(3) and SU (2) 
Above the scale M 32 the couplings α 5 andα 1 evolve to finally become equal at a higher scale M 51 . The maximum possible value of M 32 , M max 32 , is given by
where b 1 is a beta function coefficient (with GUT normalization) for the SM U(1) Y . We now present a detailed calculation of the threshold corrections. The threshold corrections can be obtained from the general formula [18] 
Here i denotes the corresponding scale and the sum runs over all the corresponding scale particles R j with masses M j . C(R) is a linear combination of the one-loop beta function coefficients of the representation R. We find that the threshold corrections are given by [17] 
To estimateδ light , we calculate sparticle mass spectrum using the GMSB model. We obtain the mass spectrums for each case of one (5 +5) pair only (i.e., n 5 = 1 and n 10 = 0) and one (10+10) pair only (i.e., n 5 = 0 and n 10 = 1) as follows. In the case of n 5 = 1(0) and n 10 = 0(1), gluino mass mg = 557(667) GeV, wino mass mw = 167(200) GeV, heavy Higgs mass m H = 313(273) GeV, higgsino mass mh = 307(266) GeV, stop masses mt 1 = 727(611) GeV, mt 2 = 654(524) GeV, squark masses mq = 700(567) GeV, and slepton masses ml (175) GeV. Also, we have used the parameter µ < 0, where µ is the Higgs mixing parameter in the superpotential. In Fig. 2 and 3 we show the prediction for α s (M Z ) in the minimal FS with GMSB as a function of M 32 /M max 32 . Fig. 2 and 3 correspond the case with n 5 = 1 and n 10 = 0 and with n 5 = 0 and n 10 = 1 in the messenger sector, respectively. The updated experimental value α s (M Z ) = 0.118 ± 0.003 (1σ) [19] . The solid lines are the cases with no threshold corrections (δ light =δ messenger =δ heavy = 0). We use the updated experimental value sin 2 θ W (M Z ) = 0.2315 ± 0.0004. The effect ofδ light is represented by the dashed lines ( i.e.,δ light = 0,δ messenger =δ heavy = 0 ). In both cases, one (5 +5) pair only and one (10 + 10) pair only, the light threshold correctionδ light > 0. So the effect ofδ light tends to a little bit increase the prediction for α s (M Z ). This result is similar to that in the case of the gravity-mediated models.
The messenger threshold correction arises from the mass splitting of the messenger fields. We note that in Eq.(19) the contribution from the (10 + 10) pair (n 10 = 1) has the negative sign, while the contribution from the (5 +5) pairs has the positive sign. Thus if the mass ratios of the messenger fields in Eq. (19) are larger than 1, the effect of the (10+10) pair tends to decrease the value of α s (M Z ), while the effect of the (5+5) pairs tends to increase α s (M Z ). This threshold correction from messenger fields is a new effect from the GMSB, which does not exist in the gravity-mediated models. The contribution ofδ messenger is comparable with or even larger than that ofδ light . For instance, in the case with one (10 + 10) pair only, the threshold effect of the messenger fields can compensate the light threshold effectδ light > 0 and the sum effect ofδ light +δ messenger can reduce the prediction for α s (M Z ). Using the same parameter values as in the case of sparticle masses, we obtain the mass ratios of the messenger fields: M D /M L = 1.39 for n 5 = 1 and n 10 = 0, and M Q /M U = 1.44 and M Q /M E = 3.61 for n 5 = 0 and n 10 = 1. In Fig. 2 and 3 the dotted-dashed lines refer to the case with both the messenger and light threshold effects ( i.e.,δ light = 0,δ messenger = 0, δ heavy = 0 ). In the case of n 5 = 0 and n 10 = 1,δ messenger < 0, while in the case of n 5 = 1 and n 10 = 0,δ messenger > 0. In Fig. 3 we see that the threshold effect of one (10 + 10) pair lowers the prediction for α s (M Z ).
The effect of the heavy thresholds are the same as that in the case of the gravity-mediated models, since the messenger scale in the GMSB is much lower than the scale of the heavy particle masses such as M H 3 , MH 3 and M V . Thus just as in the case of the gravity-mediated models, it is possible that M H 3 , MH 3 < M V ≈ M 32 , since there is no stringent constraint on M H 3 , MH 3 from proton decay. This case corresponds to the heavy threshold effectδ heavy < 0 and leads to the prediction of lower α s (M Z ).
In conclusion, we have investigated gauge coupling unification and the prediction for α s (M Z ) in the minimal FS with GMSB. In our analysis we have included the weak-scale, the messenger-scale, and the GUT-scale threshold corrections, and have explicitly shown that in this model there can be either one-step or two-step gauge coupling unification, depending on the GUT-scale threshold corrections. The experimental value of α s (M Z ) constrains heavy particle masses like the color-triplet Higgses in one-step unification. In the case of two-step unification, we have examined the prediction for α s (M Z ) with the two-loop, light, messenger and heavy threshold corrections. The effect of the light thresholds tends to increase the value of α s (M Z ), which is similar to that in the case of the gravity-mediated models. However, the messenger threshold effect which does not exist in the gravity-mediated models can increase or decrease the value of α s (M Z ), and can compensate the light threshold correction, depending on the chosen representation of the messenger sector. Since the messenger scale in the GMSB is much lower than the scale of the heavy particle masses, the heavy threshold effect is expected to be the same as that in the gravity-mediated models and can lead to the prediction for lower α s (M Z ). Including all the threshold corrections, we have shown that the prediction for α s (M Z ) is compatible with the updated experimental data.
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